
Algorithms for AI and NLP (Fall 2011, Assignment 2a)

Goals

1. Implement the Cocke-Kasami-Younger parsing algorithm for context-free grammars;

2. practice reading off grammar rules from a treebank; estimate conditional PCFG probabilities;

3. improve our representation of the grammar and train a large-scale PCFG from the Penn Treebank.

1 Bring up the Editor and the Allegro Common Lisp Environment

• As always, start our integrated Lisp development environment, by typing (at the shell prompt):

acl &

• For this session, we provide several files (of which some will be released a little later this week). For the
first part of the exercise, ‘cky.lsp’ provides a framework for implementing the CKY parser, as discussed
in the lecture.

• A this point, you should do virtually all your programming in the Lisp source files, i.e. ‘cky.lsp’ for the
first part of the exercise, and make sure to use emacs commands like ‘M-C-x’ or ‘C-c C-b’ to interactively
load your code into the Lisp system.

2 The Cocke-Kasami-Younger Algorithm

Our parsers require a parsing chart to record intermediate results. The chart will be held in a global
variable *chart* and will be exclusively manipulated by virtue of the interface functions described below.
Thus, the internals of the chart implementation need not be know to the parser proper (or, put differently,
the chart acts as an abstract data type). What Lisp data type(s) can be used to adequately represent the
parse chart?

(a) Each time the parser is called on an input string, it needs to initialize a chart, i.e. allocate the appropriate
number of cells and make sure that each cell is empty. Implement the function chart-initialize(),
which takes one argument (n, say, the number of words in the input string), and initializes the global
*chart*. All cells in *chart* will initially contain nil.

• At various points, our parsers need to retrieve the contents of one cell from the chart, given a row and
column index. Write the function chart-cell() that takes two arguments, a start and end index, and
returns the contents of the cell at the corresponding position, e.g.

? (chart-cell 1 2)

→ nil

Since, at this point, all of our chart cells contain nil only, we defer more substantive testing of chart-cell()
until we have a way of altering the cell contents.

• Finally, while filling in the cells of the chart during parsing, we will need a function to, again given a row
and column index, add to the contents of a cell. However, each cell in the chart has the semantics of a
set, i.e. there must not be duplicate elements. Implement the function chart-adjoin() that takes three
arguments, a row and column index plus some object, and adds the object to the specified cell, unless it
is already there.

? (chart-adjoin 1 2 ’S)

→ (S)

? (chart-cell 1 2)

→ (S)

? (chart-adjoin 1 2 ’VP)

→ (S VP)

? (chart-cell 1 2)



→ (S VP)

? (chart-adjoin 1 2 ’S)

→ (S VP)

? (chart-cell 1 2)

→ (S VP)

Note: Since chart-adjoin() is one of the functions primarily called for its side effect, it may be legitimate
for your implementation to return a value that is slightly different from the examples above; likewise,
wherever we use lists to model sets, the order of elements—by definition—does not matter. To implement
the set semantics in adjoining an element to a cell, consider re-using some of the code we wrote earlier
this fall.

(b) Implement a function cross-product() that takes two sets as its arguments; the return value of cross-product()
is a list containing all pairs of elements from the two input sets, e.g.

? (cross-product ’(1 2 3) ’(A B))

→ ((1 A) (1 B) (2 A) (2 B) (3 A) (3 B))

• Optional For your amusement and ours, but no extra credit, implement another variant of cross-product().
If your first solution uses a recursive control structure, then use loop() now, or vice versa.

(c) For your convenience, here is the schematic version of the cky parsing algorithm as it was presented in
the lecture:

for (0 ≤ i < |input |) do
chart [i,i+1] ← {α |α→ input i ∈ P};

for (1 ≤ l < |input |) do
for (0 ≤ i < |input | − l) do

for (1 ≤ j ≤ l) do
if (α→ β1 β2 ∈ P ∧ β1 ∈ chart [i,i+j] ∧ β2 ∈ chart [i+j,i+l+1]) then
chart [i,i+l+1] ← chart [i,i+l+1] ∪ {α};

As is often the case, our pseudo-code notation uses syntactic conventions to condense operations that will
typically need to be made explicit in an actual implementation, e.g.

– ‘input i’ refers to the word at position i in the input sequence (a list of symbols);

– ‘chart [i,j]’ refers to the chart cell at row index i and column j;

– ‘|input |’ denotes the length of the input sequence, i.e. the number of input words;

– ‘for (0 ≤ i < 42) do’ means a loop of a variable i ranging from 0 (inclusive) to 42 (exclusive);

– ‘α→ β ∈ P ’ means that the grammar contains a rule rewriting α as β;

– ‘chart [i,j] ← {α}’ means that the chart cell at [i, j] is assigned the value {α};

– ‘X ∧ Y ’ (e.g. as the test in an if statement) means that both X and Y need to be true.

(a) In the body of cky-parse(), write three nested loop() constructs, using counter variables l, i, and j,
respectively, to capture the basic control structure of the cky algorithm. To validate the control structure,
put the following into the body of the innermost loop():

(format t "[~a,~a] <-- [~a,~a] + [~a,~a]~%" i (+ i l 1) i (+ i j) (+ i j) (+ i l 1))

At this point, you should be ready to evaluate, say,

? (cky-parse ’(kim adores snow in oslo))

and compare the printed output to the lower left corner of slide # 14. Make sure that the first and last
few lines of your output match what is shown on the slide (i.e. all cell indices are identical and occur in
the same order).



(b) Next, implement the body of cky-initialize(), the function that initializes the chart with ‘lexical’
categories. For each word of the input sequence, cky-initialize() looks up all rules of the grammar
that have that word as their right-hand side member; for each such rule, the left-hand side category is
added to the corresponding cell in the chart.

Test the functionality of cky-initialize() by parsing Kim adores snow in Oslo again. As cky-parse()
returns the final chart, you should be able to see non-nil elements along the diagonal at this point.

(c) Finally, we need to substitute the actual cell computation (instead of our format() placeholder) in the
body of cky-parse(). For increased modularity, implement the part of the algorithm that computes new
cell combinations (i.e. the bottom-most two lines of the pseudo-code presentation) as a separate function
cky-augment(). This auxiliary function takes six arguments, corresponding to the row and column index
of the cell that is about to be augmented (the indices to the ‘left’ of the assignment operator ‘←’), and row
and column indices, respectively, of the two cells corresponding to the right-hand side elements of each
combination. Informally, we can think of the former cell as the ‘target’ for cky-augment(), and consider
the latter two cells the ‘source’ of the computation.

Internally, cky-augment() retrieves the contents of the two ‘source’ cells (as specified by its third to
sixth arguments), cross multiplies the sets of categories from these two cells, and then looks for rules
that have one of the pairs in the cross product of categories on their right-hand side. For each such rule,
cky-augment() adjoins the left-hand side of the rule (i.e. the category that can be derived by combining
two categories from the ‘source’ cells) to the ‘target’ cell (as specified by the first two arguments).

Note: In looking up all rules that have a specific right-hand side, you might consider another auxiliary
function, e.g. rules-rewriting-as(), that determines the list of rules from the grammar that have the
exact RHS that we are looking for, at each point.

(d) The toy grammar that we provide as part of our starting package ‘cky.lsp’ contains a couple of rules that
we initially have commented out. Experiment with activating these additional rules, and observe what
happens when parsing an input like Kim gave Sandy snow. Explain your findings in a few sentences.



3 Theory: Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars

Consider the following parse tree for the sentence Still, Time’s move is being received well. (taken from
Section 23 of the Penn Treebank, PTB):
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(a) Assuming this PTB tree was our complete training corpus, in a sentence or two sketch the procedure to
extract context-free grammar (CFG) rules from the treebank; also, show how PCFG rule probabilities
are estimated. When applying these procedures to the example above, which of the following rules are
motivated by the treebank? Likewise, for those rules legitimately corresponding to our baby treebank,
decide whether their probability estimates are correct (still assuming a training corpus comprised of only
the above PTB tree), or determine the correct values where not.

CFG Rule PCFG Probability

S → RB , NP NN AUX VP . 1.0
NP → NP NN 0.5

NP → NNP POS 0.5
VP → AUX VBN ADVP 0.5

VP → AUX AUX VBN ADVP 0.3
VP → AUX VP 0.5



4 Moving to More Realistic Grammars

To finally move beyond our toy domain of adorable snow in Oslo, for the remainder of this problem set
and the following (and final) assignment, we will ‘train’ our grammar rules from a treebank. Our course
setup by now has magically dropped a file ‘wsj.mrg’ into your home directory, which contains Section
2 – 21 of the Penn Treebank—this is the standard training data used in most statistical parsing research
for English. Take a peak at the file and note that the developers of the PTB had the good judgment to
encode syntactic structures as Lisp s-expressions. Further observe, that our earlier HMM training data
was taken from the yield of the very same PTB trees, i.e. just considering the sequence of words and
corresponding sequence of immediately dominating lexical categories (or parts of speech).

(a) To prepare for parsing with a large grammar, as well as to lay the foundations for the estimation of rule
probabilities and moving towards n-best unpacking from the forest, we suggest you add a new grammar

structure to our parser, to hold the various components of a PCFG. For improved efficiency, we will want
to distinguish between genuinely syntactic rules, on the one hand, and lexical rules, on the other hand.
The latter are rules where the right-hand side contains a single terminal (i.e. a word), whereas the former
are all other rules—in the following, we will at times say just ‘rules’ to refer to the syntactic rules only.
Note that, the way the PTB has decided to organize their trees, there will never be a combination of
terminal and non-terminal symbols in rule right-hand sides. Observe that the trees in ‘wsj.mrg’ actually
encode the contrast between terminal and non-terminal symbols in terms of a Lisp type distinction; which
one?

Our refined representation of the grammar should contain, minimally the following components: rules

(a list of rule structures, holding the syntactic productions); lexicon (a hash table, indexed by words,
containing lexical categories and associated counts); and start (a list of valid start symbols, i.e. non-
terminal categories observed at the root of trees in ‘wsj.mrg’). To represent counts of rules and lexical
entries, you may have to augment the definition of the rule structure and define a new structure (lexeme,
say) to hold the information recorded in the lexicon. Finally, we will often want to retrieve all rules that
have a specific non-terminal category as the first element of their right-hand side; add another component
to the grammar structure (for example called index ) to support cheap look-up of sub-sets of rules according
to the first element in their right-hand side.

(b) Write a set of functions to (i) read the file ‘wsj.mrg’, one tree at a time, (ii) recursively traverse each tree
and break it up into its component parts (syntactic rules and lexical entries), and (iii) add new rules and
lexical entries to the grammar and keep track of their counts. Note that, naturally, many rules and lexical
entries will occur more than once in the training data; hence, the code adding entries to the grammar
should first seek to efficiently look up whether there is an equivalent entry (a rule with identical left- and
right-hand side, for example; or an identical pairing of a word and category in the lexicon). If so, the code
should just increment the counter of the existing entry and carefully avoid creating duplicates.

Reading the complete ‘wsj.mrg’, on an aging laptop, seems to take a little less than a minute; for testing
purposes, it may be helpful to operate on a smaller file, for example the first few hundred trees from
‘wsj.mrg’. Also, make sure to compile your code before running it on larger test files.

This week, we are not yet putting to use our shiny new broad-coverage grammars. To give you a sense
of scale, you should end up with about 15,000 different syntactic rules, and about 45,000 lexical entries.
What is the most frequent rule in our PTB-derived grammar?

5 Submitting Your Results

Please submit your results in email to Johan (‘johanbev@ifi.uio.no’), Jonathon (‘jread@ifi.uio.no’),
and Stephan (‘oe@ifi.uio.no’) before the end of the day on Thursday, November 17. Please provide all
files that you created as part of this exercise (e.g. minimally ‘exercise2a.lsp’), including all code and
answers to the questions above. Note that it is good practice to generously document your code with
comments (using the ‘;’ character).


